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Foreword

Global megatrends such as technological advances, digitalisation,
environmental problems and population ageing, are bringing about structural
changes around the world in how we work. These changes will  keep impacting
skills demand and supply. Education and training play a key role in responding to
changing skill  needs by equipping people with the right aptitudes.

Teachers and leaders can have an immediate and positive influence on learners’
skills, employability, career development - and on human happiness.

We need a new combination of teaching skills, materials, occupational
knowledge and experience, constantly updated with technology, to reflect
changing skill  needs and evolving teaching and learning environments.

With commitment, creativity and business savvy, we analyse the fundamental
reasons and aims for becoming effective in education and training. We propose
new initiatives for more fulfill ing human working and social l ives.



Technology is changing the world

Throughout history, whenever humans found or made a technological breakthrough, our

ways of living were transformed. 

At first, major technological events were sporadic – hundreds or even thousands of years

passed between them. 

But the pace of technology's transformative changes has accelerated exponentially. 

Change is permanent - and has vastly important consequences.

By 2030, companies will have radically altered how they operate, owing to technology. 

All work tasks are ultimately divided between humans, machines and software. The

software section of the workforce has become so substantial (and is still growing yet

further) that it takes a new name, a more distinct identity - the Digital Workforce.



Human Work Realm

"Will the new technology make my job redundant?" 

Throughout history this question has been answered millions of times. 

"Yes, if it means higher productivity!"

When it comes to efficiency and productivity, all  the work that can be done by

machines and software, will  ultimately be done by machines and software - 

 partly because they can perform repetitively, tirelessly and error-free.

In this sense, the Human Work Realm, where people have jobs, is the entire

"region" where people are preferred to accomplish necessary work - usually

work that remains beyond the scope of machines and of the Digital Workforce.

Understanding the Human Work Realm and its relationship with the now

emerging Digital Workforce is very important when it comes to our future. This

understanding helps us to see problems and to design a future focused on

human needs, human potential and fulfilment.



1 billion lost jobs?

With technological advances, the Human Work Realm is substantially changing yet again.

Within a few years from now, as many as one billion people worldwide could lose the jobs

they currently have. 

However, along with such a pivotal alteration, this time there is also a never-before

opportunity to reconfigure how we relate to technology and what we can achieve - for the

benefit of humanity.

Technology and the Human Work Realm

After past technological breakthroughs, such as using machines for manual labour in

industrial manufacturing, the average working person's income and quality of life have

eventually improved.

Technology has repeatedly enabled people to fulfil more productive and useful job roles.

After every major change there has finally been an expansion in the Human Work Realm,

mainly in the form of new jobs unheard of previously. There was no need for pilots before

aeroplanes, no need for programmers before computers.

Historically, however, there have been long time lags between technology's breakthroughs

and widespread improvements in workers' situations. This time, especially with change

becoming permanent, we should aim for adaptation which is less painful and more rapid. 

For this important goal, we need to take a step back and think about what we want.



The essence of being human

Relieving poverty is all-important. It's also essential to eradicate extreme physical hardship

and constant threats to safety and health.

Where and when these "absolutes" have been achieved, humans' attainment of happiness

relies upon making opportunities which give us stable, progressive, well occupied ways of

living.

From the core of our natures as human beings, we also seek exciting, fulfilling challenges,

beauty, interesting thoughts, humour, security, and the promise of a good future. Living

together socially, and being interest-seeking individuals, are inseparably bound together.

Humans are certainly not born ready-made for living to our potential. But we are born with

learning ability, with the gift of adaptability,

For the chance of a good, exciting and fulfilling future, people have to spend ample time

from birth to adulthood (and further) building knowledge and skills in order to adapt. 

Learning essentials properly well, acquiring relevant work skills and knowledge, plus the

acuity to change and adapt, are the key foundations. Education is essential for humans'

reaching our potential, and for being able to attain and maintain happiness. 



Education and the Human Work Realm

The Human Work Realm is where organisations, society and people are willing to appreciate

and to employ individuals. Education's central task is to prepare individuals so that they can

fill roles in the Human Work Realm.

With every change that takes place in the Human Work Realm, education has to change as

well. If education and retraining can't keep up with the Human Work Realm, both businesses

and people suffer - resulting in a significant percentage of the population not finding work

and left with frustrating and impoverishing unemployment.

Needs of restructuring

Through many thousands of years of civilisation, the Human Work Realm has become vast

and intricately complex. Its changes now are so continuous and rapid, that the educational

systems practised today need to be fundamentally reformed to keep up. 

Traditionally, education is mainly a centralised role of each nation or state. But the

apparatus of each state is huge and unwieldy. This incompatibility can only be resolved by

distributing the tasks of education between schools, training businesses, employers and

online free materials.

How can we manage for the varied sources of education to complement each other, to

achieve a better life, better businesses, better society?



Early core education

Primary and secondary schools are best placed to provide solid general skills. Proficient

reading and writing skills are absolute essentials. The school environment also provides the

setting for building and honing social skills. 

With the dawn of the information age, memorizing facts that can be easily looked up has

become less important, while the knowledge of how and where to access accurate

information - and critically process and evaluate that information - is growing much more

important. The focus of future curriculums would do well to put more emphasis on critical

thinking skills, learning how to learn, good communication skills, and even maybe knowing

how to stay healthy.

With advances in neuroscience and other sciences came a better understanding of the

human brain and the needs of society. This understanding will keep improving core

education. 

Professions, skills and crafts

The professional scope of the Human Work Realm, the craftmanship we need, is the set of

irreplaceable human abilities which surpass the functional performance of the Digital

Workforce and machines. So a good understanding of what the Digital Workforce and

machines are able to do, and the direction in which they are heading, is crucial. 

While vehicle-driving and book-keeping could be possible examples of human skills heading

towards low-demand and even extinction, analytical accounting and training skills could be

in much greater demand. Also very much on the rise are those crafts and skills that develop

and maintain current and future Digital Workforces and machines.



Further education and training, 

continuing professional development

Businesses providing training services must take a bigger share of educational

responsibility and provision. Given their nimble size and adaptability, these businesses are

generally better suited to rapid change. 

Since training businesses directly rely on market orders, they are well motivated to create

and provide relevant and suitable training which is needed by businesses and other

organisations.

Employers' in-house training

Other education and training must be for employers to provide as they find necessary. They

are "closest to the fire", so in the best position to analyse what they need, and can act

quickly to provide it to their employees.

Because of all these changes, it is not only employees who will have to acquire new skills.

Leaders will also have to. Future leaders will need a better grasp of using technology, of

Change Management for the now-constant changes in business, and of education for their

staff.

Some businesses have been building in-house training centres for decades. One obvious

example is big franchises like McDonald's. So we already have some templates we can learn

from.



Evolving forms of education

The global accessibility of online materials, coupled with the diverse field of

content creators, provides a new opportunity to serve the ever more complex

and demanding Human Work Realm,

This predicts a shift towards "micro", "instant" short courses and materials. To

imagine this, the film industry has given us a portrayal of what is needed.

...Stripped of the sci-fi elements, in "The Matrix - Helicopter Scene", there is a

symbolic representation of how we could seek to give people new skills "on the

go".

Many of these micro-materials eventually will  be of excellent quality. Some of

the influences promoting quality are: increased global competition, high-tech

multimedia elements, plus increased understanding of how the human brain can

best work and learn.

These factors will  have a profound effect on school and college education as

well.  Individual teachers can lead and direct knowledge acquisition and

understanding through the widening variety of materials available to them. The

emphasis of their roles can shift from giving lectures to the whole class, to

composing individualised tuition for their pupils utilising these materials.

Given their instant, micro and reusable content, students' courses can be built

up on-the-go like a "knowledge" jigsaw puzzle. Different students would get

varied education in a subject, based on their abilities for absorbing new

knowledge. Nobody is left behind, and nobody wastes time in waiting for

others.



The future of exams and assessments

Knowledge and understanding show their worth when used! 

When knowledge is applied, as a consequence value should be created.
Applying knowledge could be a problem solved, a work of art created,
craftsmanship applied, nursing tasks, teaching - the variety is endless. 

Every piece of training or education by which a learner acquires knowledge and
understanding should be judged by its practical benefits. 

There are no easy ways to assess understanding comprehensively, but the
trend should be to look at its effectiveness when put to use.

Can the learner solve problems like the ones they will  meet in real l ife? 

In some training and education areas, quick semi-objective assessments are a
good start. For example, can the student now speak a language? Can s/he now
play an instrument? In many other areas it is the results over time that we
should judge, such as in corporate life's measured objectives.

Where online or software-assessed exams or assessments are possible,
especially with the advances of AI, people should be allowed (even encouraged)
to try as many times as they like until they can repeatedly and confidently
show their skills in mastering the subject. Innovative and effective work-task
assessments can now include using simulations and gamification.

Exams and assessments need to assist learners to reach high-quality
proficiencies in real-life. We need to achieve purposeful skills and
understanding, both for the Human Work Realm and to promote individual
happiness.



A fair share of the pie for educators

Without education our way of life collapses, or is not heading for the best
future we could have. This valid belief has led to huge sums of money being
spent on education by the state, businesses and individuals. Total education
expenditure is astronomic.

But higher efficiency can save costs.  This provides us with the wonderful
opportunity that some of these savings can be redistributed among those
players who do contribute significantly. And starting with astronomical
expenditure, even a small percentage saved can lead to significant amounts of
money to reward  excellence in teaching - to publishers of highly effective
materials and to teachers themselves.

We have already seen some examples of this, for example when Monty Python's
John Cleese allegedly made very good money with highly entertaining business
educational videos.

Show them the money and a good opportunity to create a legacy, then even
well-off famous stars are willing to let people learn the secrets of their trades.
A good example of this is MasterClass Online Classes.



The stars of education

Good, effective teaching is extremely hard - as hard as it is to create
something lasting and substantial in art or science. But while we have
celebrated artists and scientists who, in some times of their l ives, created
works of true magnificence, the world of education has no "star system" or
ways to compensate education excellence.

With competing, high-quality micro-materials this situation should and will
change. Some of these educational materials will  be the perfect tools to truly
fascinate and open up the minds of people to maths, sciences, biology and
most other subjects.

Those who provided these important teaching works, which stand the test of
time, should be celebrated, become stars and prosper from their tremendous
achievements for society, and the future of us all.

Intellectual property

Creating good quality, work-training and educational materials takes much
effort and investment. To make it worthwhile, the creators and the distributors
will  all  have to make some form of profit. 

When copyrights are well taken care of, we will  have the back office methods
by which education "stars" can be rewarded appropriately.

Tracking the origins of online materials so that the creators can be
compensated for their usage is not easy. However, there are already promising
technologies to do so, blockchain and Web3  being among them.



Conclusion

The future has not yet been decided. Taking what we know and safely guess, we
could become the architects of a better future - a future where generally we
feel safer, more competent and content .. .  where we can look into the eyes of
the next generation (our children) with confidence that we have done our part
and have done it well.  

We can easily forsee that by 2030  the Digital Workforce will  have a further
profound effect on the Human Work Realm. 

We sense that we humans should be the central focus point of our plans for the
future - ultimately reaching all humanity and the natural world - we should make
plans which truly reflect our very human needs. 

We know that whatever the future, human education (at every age) will  be the
enabler and catalyst for hopes to become reality. There will  be challenges to
change current educational systems to support this. New methods of
education will  also have to be developed or invented!

With clear goals and determination we have the technology and scientific
knowledge to educate ourselves and our staffs, to advance our social and
personal happiness.
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